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REP OUT 
OF 
TilE GO~TI~RNOR ()F NEvV MEXICO. 
POPULATION. 
Dnring the past year there has been no material c1wnge in the pop-
ulation. The only appreciable increase by way of immigration has 
been iu localities favorable to irrigation enterprises. On the lauds cov-
ered by the Pecos Irrigation Company's ditches in Eddy and Chaves 
counties, on the Maxwell grant in Uolfax County, and in San Juan 
County, there has been a healthy influx of people of a very desirable 
claRs. They come from the more thrifty and wideawake farmers of the 
Eastern States, whose attention has been attracted to the advantages 
of food manufacture under irrigation, and the very best class of Euro-
pean immigration. Eddy, Chaves, and San Juan counties, where the 
settlement of this population bas been greatest, are distinctively Amer-
ican counties. The irrigation propositions to be mentioned hereafter 
will attract a greater number of these healthy people. 
LAND TITLES. 
Before considering the question of land settlement, it is proper to 
advert to the work of the United States Court of Private Land Claims. 
No act of Congress for many years has effected so important an 
advance towards the permanent prosperity and well-being of this Ter-
rit<>ry as the act creating this court. The colonization policy of the 
Spauish and Mexican governments shaped itself in the granting of 
large areas of land to communities or individuals. The aim seemed to 
be to attract the mass rather than the individual elements of popula-
tion. Vast acreages, wit~ undefined and uncertain boundaries, were 
claimed under many of these grants. Some were valid, others were 
believed fraudulent. Small tracts were often held under valid grants 
with exterior boundaries designated by natural monuments which were 
by designing or evil-disposed persons often changed to include territory 
vastly greater than that to which they were entitled. For many rea-
sons Congress delayed action in this matter for more than a generation 
after the acquirement of the territory and the guarantee of its ancient 
Jand tenures. Clouded titles and insecure tenures of land were there-
fore uncommonly frequent in New Mexico, creating an almost insuper-
able obstacle to settlement and a blight on prosperity. That New 
Mexico bas quadrupled her population under American control is a 
source of wonder to those conversant with the facts. This era, how-
ever, is regarded as ended. This court is busily engaged in sifting 
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these granh;, eRtablishing abRolntcly valid titles to just grants, and 
restorillg to the public domain large areaR improperly claimed.. 
The personnel of the court is almost perfect. Their labors have been 
arduous, but willingly, intelligently, and diligently performed; and I 
am happy to report that a goodly number of the most important claims 
have been final1y determined. Thousands of acres have been returned 
to the public domain, and rigbful claimants have been vested with 
legal title to thousands of others. 
The statutory period during which claims might be filed in this 
court expired on March 4, 1893. We have therefore reached the point 
where we know definitely the number of acres claimed under all sorts 
of these grants, where they are situated, and the general nature of 
their titles. This was hitherto confused and confusing. It is now 
hoped that within a very short time the work of this tribunal will be 
completed, and the unhappy condition of land titles ended forever in 
this Territory. 
The following is a summary of all the claims that have been pre-
sented to this court up to date, showing the acreage claimed in the 
cases disposed of and also the acreage for w bich they have been ap-
proved. 
Recapitulation of the wm·k of the Court of P1·ivate Lancl Clairns August 311 1893. 
Total number of cases filed for land in New Mexico ........ ------------ ____ ---- 262 
Grants confirmed for land in New Mexico (cases Nos. 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, :!.0, 11, 13, 14, 
15, 16, 18, 21, 22, 28, 30, 31, 35, 39, 43, 53, 57)-- ... -- . . . - .. -.-- - ..... -- .... -- . -- -·-. 23 
Grants rejected for land inN ew Mexico (cases Nos A, 12, 26, 27, 49, 100) .....••• _. 7 
Appealed to Supreme Conrt: 
By claimants (No. 26, 27, 50,100 .... ---· ---. __ .• --·- ...•..... ____ .... .. ..... 4 
By United States (Nos.1, 31, 35, 43) .................... _................... 4 

































Cubero ................................. Valencia ................... . 
San .Antonio del Rio Colorado. . . . .. . . . . Taos ...................... . 
t~ii~i;l~:~~~~~~::::: ~:: ~ ~:::::::::: . ~~~~~~!~:::: ":: ~ ~::::: ": .: ": ":: 
t!~~~ou~~qG~~lo"i·. ·. ·. ~ ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ~ ~ ~ ~ ·. ~ ~ ~ ·. ·. ~ ~ ~ ~ . T~~~ ~~::::::::::: ~: : ::::::: 
Rancho del Rio Grande ............. . ......... do ............... . . ... . 
.Alameda...... . • . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . Bernalillo ........ ... ...... . 
Jose Duran ................ . .... .. .. . ... SantaFe .............. . .... . 
Socarro...... . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . Socorro ............ . . . .... . 
Fr. Montes Vigil . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Rio .Arriba ........... .. ... . 
Antonio Sedillo ........................ Bernalillo and Vale1wia . .. . 
Gijosa. .......................... .. ...... Taos ................. .. . .. . 
Pachecho ............................... Santa Fe ...•........... . ... 
Cristobal de la. Serna................ . ... Taos .................. · .... . 
San Marcos ............................. Santa Fe ........... . .. . ... . 
Rancho de Galvan.................. . ... Bernalillo ............. . ... . 
San Ant{)nito ...... .. .... . ......... .. ......... do ........ .. ... : ... . .. . 
Nuestra Senora, etc ............ . ....... Rio .Arriba .... . ... . .. . ... . 
Piedra. Lumbre . . .............. .. . . ........... do ............... . . . .. . 
Luis Jaramillo ................... . ...... Bernalillo ..... . .. .. ....... . 
Jacona. .......................... ..... .. SantaFe .......... . ... . ... . . 
Uaja del Rio ..................... . ............ do ......... .. .. . ... .. . . 
Domingo Valdez ....... . ........ . . . . ..... ...... do ................ .. . . . 
Zia,Santa.A.naandJemezPastureGrantl Bemalillo ................ .. 
Canada de los .Alamos .................. Santa Fe ........... . ...... . 
Nicolas Duran de Chaves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Valencia .................. . 
Canon de San Diego . • . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . • . Bernalillo ................ .. 




































































Estimated total confirmed .................................. . ................................ 739,595 
Estimated total cut and rejected ............................................................. 819,280 
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Sl\I.ALL HOLDINGS. 
The amendment to the act creating· this court vests in the surveyor-
general of the Territory tlte power to confirm title to tracts less than 
160 acres held under a title of possession for more than twenty years. 
Two thousand one hllndred and sixty claims have been filed ull<ler this 
pro·vision , and it is estimated that this number will be increased by from 
~00 to I,uoo more before the expiration of the period fixed for such 
filing. This exten~ls tardy justice to a large number of small farmers 
whose holdings were too small to justify the expenditure necessary to 
pro~ecnte their claims in the courts, but who otherwise would have no 
legal guarantee of quiet possession of the fruit of their labors. The 
time for filing these small holdings claims expires on the first day of 
December, 1894. 
NECESSITY OF 11\UfEDI.A.TE SURVEYS. 
I desire to call the attention of the Department to the importance of 
immediately surveying the grants confirmed by the court and the small 
holdings passed upon by the surveyor-general. Until such surveys are 
made it can not be accurately known where the boundaries of these 
tracts are located. Doubt as to their location prevents, in many 
instances, the settlement of adjacent lands. If the work proceed par·i 
passu with the labors of the court it may be handled very easily. If, oo. 
the other hand, it is allowed to accumulate, much hardship will bA 
wrought and the department greatly embarrassed in the end. It is, 
therefore, hoped and earnestly urged, both for public and private inter-
ests, that a sufficient appropriation will be made by the present Con-
gress for the survey of these grants. Delay in this matter will be 
expensive and prejudical to National and Territorial interests. 
PUBLIC SURVEYS. 
During the year ending ~Tune 30, 1893, 2,343 miles of Government 
li11es were surveyed and established, 376 plats were made, 95 mineral 
locations surveyed, and 2,000 claims for survey of small farms, under 
the "small holdings" clause of the land-court act, were filed in the 
office of the surveyor-general. 
PUBLIC LANDS. 
· During the year ending June 30, 1893, the entries at the several land 
offices of New Mexico were as follows: 




cra~s of entry. Acres. Amotmt. 
----1----1 ----
10 i Preemption .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . ..• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 125.79 $1,407.24 
4 : Commuted llOnH'steacl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 639. 58 799. 48 
23 I Excess..... . . .... . ... . . . ... .. ..... .. ... .. ... . .... .... ... . .. . .. .. . . 115.76 144.78 
~I ~{~~~t::~~;~• ••• • •••• •·•• -••• • •:• •• • • •·•··•·••••••·• --· --J!l~r- ----~~-~ 
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'Ihe approximate statement of the area of unsurveyed nnd suryeyed 
land in this district is as follows: 
---------------------·----·-------·---- ------··-
County. I Surveyed. Unsurveyed. Total. 
------------- ···----- j - Acres. -----A~~:-.- -Acre:. -
J)mn.a Ana .... __ ....................................... ___ ... · il, 817,260 1, ti80. 300 5, -W7, 5GO 
~i~\·-~~~ : : ~ ~: ~ ~: : :: ::: ::::: ~:: : : : : ~:: :::: : ~: :::::: : ::::: ::::::::1 i: ~b~: ~~~ 1 2' g~: ~~~ t ~i~: n~ 
Socorro ....................................................... • 5,176,8;)5 
1 
1,205,620 6,382,475 
Total. .............. _ ..... _ .. _. _ . _ . _. _ ........ _ .. _ . . . . . . 13, 7G3, 9251 5, 138, 720 I 18, 902, 645 




• Class of entry. Acres. Amount. 
---- -------------------
26 , Preemptioncash4,155................ . ................................. 4,155 $5,l!H 
9 
1 
Computed timber Clllture............................................... 1, 400 1, 750 
7 : Computetllwmestead ............................ ________ .. ____ .. __ ..... 1. 120 1, 400 
ti · Excess entries _ ........... _ . ___ ... __ . __ .. __ ..... .. __ . ___ .. ___ . . . . . . . . . . . :.l2 28 
2~~ l ~!?;!:~~~:~::~:~~:::: ~:: ~::: :::: :::::::::::::: :::: : ~ ~:::: ~::::::: ~::::: ~ it ~~j 3, ~i~ 
j Total ................. - . __ ... ___ ..... _______ . -____ ... _ . ____ .... _ __ 54, 181 12, 709 
I 
The approximate area of surveyed and unsurveyed lands in this dis-
trict is as follows: 
Connty. Surveyed. U usurvcycd. l Total. 
f.·~:;;x : : : : :: : : ::: ::::::::::: :::: :::::: I t:1~Y:;;~ I A;:n::g I (:~~:~;~ 
t:;an :\lh!;ncl --------------------------------------------------' 1,8lHl,lG6 i~~:b~g 1,944,!J26 
ti~~~~~u~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :1 __ 1_·.~-~-~-: ~-~-g_ \1 ___ 15_,_38_o_1 __ 
1
_' ~-~ __ i:_~_Ig 
_ Total : ___ ~~--~:~~ ~~= ~-~~ __ .. _ .... __ .. ___ .  -1 __6_, 7-3-1,_3_31 ___ .1 _____ 4_8_5,_4_oo ___ 7_,_2_26_,_73_1 
The statement of !Jnsiness of tile Hoswell land office, as reported to 
me, is as follows: 
Lincoln County. 
Lands filed on -..•.....•...•............................ .' ............•.. 
Lands open to filing ...................................... ___ . ___ . _ .... . 
t~~~: ~~~~~r~~y~~i ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~: ~ : :~ :: ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :::: ::: : ::: :: : : ~: : ~: :::: : : : :: : 
Land unsurveyed (school) ...... ____ .... __ .......... _. __ .. ____ ......... . 
Military and Inrl.ian reservations ...... ___ ... _ .......... _____ .. _____ .... . 









Total . . • . . . . .••••...•...... ______ ... _ ... _____ ... _ ....... _ . . . . . . . . i>, 571, 903 
Lands filej on, last report ............ _ ..... _ .. :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 444, 652 
Total in Lincoln Couni .r . . . . . . . . . . . ........•.•. " ...........•...•. G, OlG, 555 
, .. 
. 
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Cl!al'CS COII?Ify. 
Lands opon ........................................................... . 
Lands 1iled on ......................................................... . 
Lands (school) ......................................................... . 
Lands unsurveyed ..................................................... . 








Total .......................................... •.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 314, 223 
Lands filed on, last report . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245, 024 
Total in Chaves County ........................................... G, 559,247 
Eddy Couuty. 
Lands filed on ...••..•.••............................. .................. 
Lands open to filing ................................................... . 
Lands surveyed ........................................................ . 
Lands unsurveyed ..................................................... . 






Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 494, 778 
Lands filed on, last rcporL .... .... .... .... .... .. .. .... .... .... ...... .... 218,482 
Total in Eddy C01mty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 713, 260 
SANTA FE LA:ND OFFICE. 
Statement of business transacted at the Santa Fe land oilice for the 
:fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1893: 
Sales. _, E.tJtrics. 
1 
Acres. Receipts. 
Land sol!! for c:u;h .................................... ·............. 40 2,441.97 
C'oallmu1 for(·a~ll.................................................. 9 1,277.93, 
Dellcrt J:wd ~ale,;,..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . 13 2, 157.51 I 
:Final desert lauu sales............................................. 17 7, 857.56 
Mineral ............................................................ , 5 58. 30 
1-------1---------!1-------








Homestead entries ............. ................................... - ~ 201 28, 260. 74 3, 008. 00 
Final homestead entries............................................ 174 27,102.85 1, 086.36 
~~~~£Ii~~~ ~~-t~!~~-- _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _.::: _. _. _. _. _. _.::: _.::::::::: 4~ 7, ~~~: ~~ 14t ~g 
l\lineral applications............................................... 5 687. 59 50.00 
Final timber entries .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 2 239. 95 , 8. 00 
Atla~tic and Pacific Railro:ul . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 687 109, !l99. 98 1, 370.00 
restuuony---- -.---.--.- .. - .... -.- .................... - ............. -- ......... ---....... 370. 68 
Total ...................................... - .. · .. :--- .... ·- .. ~~'"'173,997:91---6-, 047.'04 
The approximate area of snrveycd and unsurveyed lands in this dis-




Santa Fe ............................. . 
Valencia .............................. . 
Mora ............ ..................... . 
~~ir!i.:~~~: _-::::::::::: _-:::::::::::::: 
Taos .................................. . 
Bernalillo ........................... .. 
Rio Arriba ........................... . 














6, 306, 636 
1-V-.-al-en_r_,i_a_ .. -_-__ -:-.'-, :-:-::-':-:-·-. -. -----.-.-. -.. -. -----~.A :~•015 
Bemahllo . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 199, 010 
Total .•.......•........•........ 414,025 
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TAXABLE PROPERTY. 
The last legislature passed an act exempting from taxation $200 
worth of property, when owned by the head of a family. This law, and 
the privilege granted, has been considerably abused, and will largely 
reduce the value of taxable property in this Territory. 
The following is the rate of assessment for the year 1893: 
For Territorial purposes, 6 mi1ls on the dollar. 
For special deficit, 2.25 mills on the dollar. 
For normal schools, .40 mills on the dollar. 
For normal institutes, .05 mills on the dollar. 
For branch agricultural experiment stations, .25 mills on the dollar. 
For casual deficit bonds interest, .25 mills on the dollar. 
For Territorial institutions, 1.75 mills on the dollar. 
For cattle indemnity fund, one-half of 1 mill on the dollar. 
:For public schools, 3 mills on the dollar. 
For normal school experiments, .05 mills on the dollar. 
The Territorial auditor also further reports to me tl1at the assessed 
valuation of the Territory is $41,602,198.41. 
Four counties, Bernalillo, Grant, Lincoln, and l\fora, have not sul;>-
mitted tabular statements of.their assessments, although the sum total 
has been reported. 
The itemized valuation on real estate, live stock, and other personal 
property in the counties reported, is as follows: 





Bernalillo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
Chaves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $309, 587. 00 $642, 293 $348, 634 
Colfax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1, 960,100.00 1, 030, 8130 837, 940 
Dona .Ana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 213, 120. 00 409, 108 1, 399, 816 
Eddy . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 603, 471. 82 523, 754 429, 726 
Grant ......................................................•••..••.........••.......•.. 
Lincoln ............................................•••..•••••••..•...••••••.•....•••••. 
Mora ..... ................................................•.••.•.•...••.•..••.•........ 
Rio .Arriba . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26!l, 585. 05 221, 218 5!l7, 057 
San Juan....... ................................. 256, ~10. 00 239,551 81,886 
Santa Fe......................................... 1, 744,020. 00 127,865 1, 070, !-161 
San Miguel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 079, 158. 00 1, 213, 879 1, 692, 568 
Sierra... ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 427, 653. 00 402, 931 879, 058 
Socorro ................................... : . . . . . . 1, 006, 469. 00 976, 984 1, 449, 563 
Taos............ ................................. 308, 254.00 128, 869 348, 518 
Valtlncia.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 854,953.00 625,771 637,352 
Total. 
$6, 430, 243. 00 
l,:JOO, 514. 00 
3, 828, 900. 00 
3, 022, 044. 00 
1, 557,222. 28 
4, 341, 208. 00 
1, 770, 611. 00 
1, 710, 801. 00 
1, 067, 851. 35 
577, !-147. 00 
2, 942, 846. 00 
. 4, 985, 605. 00 
1, 709, 642. 00 
3, 433, 016. 00 
785,641.00 
2, 138, 096. 78 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•••••• ••••••. . . . . .• •••••. •••• •• ••• •• . 41,602, 198.41 
FINANCES. 
Herewith I submit ii.'om the 'l'erritol'ial auditor a statement showing 
the amount of warrants issued during the forty-third fiscal year against 
funds for said year; also warrants against balance of funds of forty-
secon~ fiscal year, and deficit funds for the years 1889, 1890; also war-
rants in settlement of accounts prior to March 3, 1889, against general 
funds. 
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I 
l<'<•rty- ll~orty third D~fic't J' G l Funds. scconcl fi -
1 
,-. 1 enera 
------------------- __________________ ,_l_i~_ca_I_y_ea_r_.il--s-ca __ y_ea_r_·.
1
_1_s_89_-_'o __ o. 1~
Penitentiary current ex reuse ....................................... . 
~~~:7:t:r~~;;:~~~);;~:~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::.::::::: :: !~!: ~~ 
Miscellaneous .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. • . . . 3, 436. 90 
Territorial institutions.................................. 9, 000.00 
Compensation of assessor!!............................... 288.61 
Transportation of con Yicts . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . 64. 0~ 
Interest on warrants ............................................... . 
Public school fund (proceeds of licenses to insurance 
agents) ........................................................... . 
Pay of officers and employes thiitieth legislative assem-
bly ............................................................... . 
Especial appropriations .. • • • • • ... • • • • • • • .. . . . . .. . • • . • • . . 6, 686. 05 
License fund ....................................................... . 
$3!: ~~~: gg ::::::::::I:::: :: : : : : 
301. 66 $112. 10 I· ... __ .... 










· · · i2o: oo ·:::::::: ::: 
I 
:::::::::l::::::::: 
::: ;;;; ;; 1::::-:-:: 
----------1·········· 
Total .............................................. 1-2-0,-8-98-. 4_5_1_2_34--,-85-1-. 6_2_1_4_, 0-9-8.-0-4,-aLGO 
TERRI1'0RI.A.L INDEBTEDNESS. 
The following is a tabulated statement of the territorial indebted-
ness brought down to August 29, 1893: 
----------------------------------------------
I Interest. Due. .Amount. 
1 Pe1· cent. 
capit~:~~~~~~-~~~~~: ::: ~ ~: :::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::: :::::::::::: ~ i~g~ $rgg: ggg: gg 
~~~~~~t!~Je~:~l~~~~~~~~-s_:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~~~~ ig~; ggg: gg 
Provisional indebtedness fund......................................... 6 20-30 200,000.00 
Capitol contingent bonds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 I 1903 50, 000. 00 
Insane asylum bonds . •. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 6120-30 25, 000.00 
Ca.sual deficit bonds............ .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 20-30 75, 200. 00 
ll!~~=~~~=~:~:~~~:::.::: •• ::~·:::.-: __ ._.·._:•:•·-~.::~~~·· ~~;;~ 
The Territorial treasurer reports a cash balance in the Territorial 
treasury of $121,000 on June 30, 1893. 
SE1'TLEMENT UPON PUBLIO L.ANDS. 
The progress in settlement upon public lands can be ascertained from 
the business statements of the several land offices and an examination 
of the homestead, preemption, and other cash-entry sales which appear 
heretofore in this report. 
RAILROADS. 
By an act of the last legislature approved February 13, 1893, new 
railroads, or extension of existing lines, construction upon which is 
commenced and some portion thereof opened for traffic, within three 
years from the date of the act, shall be exempt from taxation until the 
expiration of six years from and after the completion of the road or 
roads, they being deemed completed when the same is opened to the 
public for business. 
Under this act considerable construction was had and some little 
preliminary work done. The stringency of the money market, which 
has marked the present year, put a stop to the proposed work. 
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The PeeoR VallP.y Hailroad lm:::; been eomplrte<l Hi milrH from Preos 
City, Tex., to Eddy, ~- .:\lex., and is in pro<'eRH of conHtrndion ii.·om 
that point to Roswell and beyond. Over 100 mile~ of this road have 
been surveyed and located. It runs through an exceedingly rich 
country, and the work will be of a very easy character. It will run 
from Eddy to Roswell, 80-odd miles, with only three tangents. During 
the next two years it will be completed to a junction with the Santa 
Fe Route. Beyond this there has Hot been nor is there immediately 
contemplated any railroad construction in the Territory. This propo-
sition is, however, extremely important, as it will form the shortest 
interoceanic route in the United States. 
STOCK-RAISING. 
New Mexico's stock interest has very greatly decreased as the result 
of four years' continuous drought of unknown severity in onr history. 
So disastrous has this been that immense areas were for a long time 
barren of food for cattle; and this was worse as these districts were 
almost entirely dependent on native grasses. The loss incident to tllis 
drougllt would have been very much greater but for the supply of cul-
tivated hay and forage imported to the ranges from irrigated fields. 
During this summer, for the first time in five years, we have had 
abundant rains over the whole 'l1erritory. Plains an<r mesas, that for 
two or tllree years have been barren, and upon which it. was feared that 
the roots of the grass had died or been stamped out, are again covered 
with luxuriant grass more than sufficient to furnish food for all classes 
of stock during the next twelve months. It is reported from many 
places that the native hay, if cut, would yield from one-half to 1 ton 
per acre. In this climate, however, very little native hay is cut. The 
continous sunshine cures the grass in the field, and it is as nutritious 
and valuable for food standing on the plains as it would be if cut and 
housed. 
In Eddy there has been quite a development in raising high-grade 
stock. Over $200,000 worth of blooded horses and cattle have been 
imported into that country during the past year and a half. 
MINES AND MINING. 
The decrease in the value of silver and lead and the great stringency 
of the money market have closed down the mines in many camps of 
thiR ~renitory during the past year. I have no reliable data justifying 
me in stating the actual product of the different minerals during the 
year ended June 30,1893. Until there is some change in the financial 
condition of the country, and the position of silver as a circulating 
medium determined, the mining of precious minerals in this Territory 
is not likely to assume any large proportions. 
The Territory has, however, great undeveloped resources, consisting 
of industrial minerals and precious stones that in the near future will 
be the source of great revenue. 
COAL. 
Chief among them is that of coal, of which tl1ere are large beds ~f 
bituminous situated in nearly every county in the Territory, and au 
extensive body of anthracite coal near Cerrillos, in ::;outher11 Santa J?e 
County. 
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Of this mineral there was mined during the past year at Gallup, on 
the Atlautic a11d Pacific Hailroad, 292,G50 tons; at Blosburg and 
Raton, Colfax County, 244,955 tons; at Cerrillos, Santa Fe County, 
18,747 tons; at Monera, Itio Arriba County, 20,000 tons; at Carthage, 
Socorro County, 49,52!.> tons. The works at Cerrillos, in Santa Fe 
County, are being largely increased, and before the end of the pre8ent 
year this camp will be producing about 1,000 tons of bituminous coal 
per day and 5,000 tons of anthracite per month. 
GYPSUM. 
In south Santa Fe County, in the county of San :Miguel, and in sev-
eral other places in New 1\lexico, are to be found large deposits of this 
mineral. In Dona Ana County, on the San Augustin Plains, there 
exists the largest deposit of gypsum known in the world, of an exceed-
ingly pure character. The location of this deposit is unique. 'fhe 
San Augustin Plain is about 150 miles in length from north to :::;outh, 
and from 30 to 60 miles from east to west. Near White Oaks, in Lin-
coln County, in the midst of this plain, is the crater of an mwient 
volcano, the lava from which has flown in a southerly direction like a 
stream of water for a distance of 60 or 70 miles, varying in width from 
a half to 3 miles. At the southern end of this stream of lava there is 
a small stream of salt water flowing into a salt lake, about 1 mile in 
width and 1~ miles in length. At the southern end of this lake the 
bed of gypsum begins, and extends in a southerly direction down the 
center of the plain, adjoining what appears to be an ancient river bed, 
almost without a break for a distance of 50 miles. The gypsum bed 
varies from 5 to 20 miles in width. It is granulated in character, white 
as the driven snow, and seems to be piled up on the plain like snow 
drifts, requhil1g no labor for mining or for handling. I can not more 
accurately describe its appearance than by comparing it to gTanulated 
sugar. If you should take granulated sugar in one hand and the gyp-
sum in the other it would be difficult to tell one from the other by sight 
or touch. The body of gypsum stands from 10 to 40 feet aboYe the 
surrounding plain, and the line is as distinctly marked as the sand upon 
the ocean beach. 
CARBONATE AND SULPHATE OF SODA. 
Immediately adjoiuiug this extensive deposit of gypsum upon the west, 
and in what is apparently the bed of an ancient river or lake, exists a 
deposit of carbonate and sulphate of soda, carrying about 15 per cent of 
carbonate of soda, 20 per cent of sulphate of soda, 4 per cent of borax, 
the remainder being mostly moisture and sulphate of lime. This deposit 
is about 1 mile wide and 5 miles in length. Its depth is unknown. At 
from 2 to 4 feet below the surface water is encountered, which is largely 
impregnated with these minerals and with chloride of sodium. Explo-
rations have been made in several places throughout the deposits by 
driving down tubes to a depth of fi'om 20 to 30 feet without discovering 
any change in the ehara.cter of the deposit. 
There is also a considerable deposit of carbonate of soda near Man-
za110, in the county of Vah~ncia, a1H.lnear Wagon 1\'lound, in the county 
of .l\fora. I have no reliable data, howew'r, a~ to whether these del)OS-
its are extem;ive enough to l>e of eonnuereial yalLte, 
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KAOLIN AND FIRE CLAYS. 
These valuable minerals have been found in considerable quantities 
in Reveral places in the Territory. The most notable deposit of fire 
clay worked to any considerable extent is situated near Socorro In 
Socorro Oom1ty. Tllere has been a recent discovery of a large deposit 
of kaolin and fire clays in the suburbs of Santa Fe, of superior quality. 
E:fl'orts are now being made to utilize these clays at the Territorial 
prison. In the Immediate vicinity there is also found a considerable 
bed of graphite, and it is hoped that in the near future it will be exten-
sively worked. 
ALUM. 
A farge deposit of alum has been openP.d on the Gila River. It is 
reported to be of great commercial value, and is now being worked to 
some extent. With proper railroad facilities these alum beds, and the 
beds of gypsum and soda, heretofore referred to, would become the 
most productive properties in the Territory. 
PRECIOUS STONES. 
In describing the mineral resources of New l\fexico the native pre-
cious stones are worthy of mention, as th~y are steadily rising in popu-
lar estimation and in production. 
Traditionally this Territory haH been noted as having produced some 
remarkable gems, and recent developments are proving tbe older records 
to have been correct. It is only recently that scientific research and 
skilled labor have been directed to this purpose. The result iR a steady 
increase of expert prospecting and labor in development which, though 
only fairly begun, has resulted in finding many varieties of precious 
and semi-precious stones. 
The estimated production and value of gems up to the year 1890 can 
be found in the Census reports of that year. It is worthy of remark 
that the amount of and value are understated, the facilities for correct 
and full information being limited. 
Since that time the annual product has more tban doubled and is still 
increasing. Diligent prospecting has revealed new deposits, and the 
industry bids fair, at present, to become a large item in the economic 
resources of the Territory. 
Tlle gems found in New Mexico, in the order of their value, are 
emeralds, there being one now in Santa Fe cut, which weighs 1 karat, 
and is of fine quality. Many other smaller ones have been found, 
although no expert search has been made for them thus far. · 
A very recent find, next in value, is a gem resembling the ruby, in 
respect of color, brilliancy, and hardness. Of these quantities are 
found frequently associated with peridots and garnets, but difi'ering 
from tbe latter in being harder and of a di:fl'erent specific gravity and 
form of crystallization. The range of color is from a light rose or pink 
to that of a bright red garnet. Though no very large ones bave been 
found, yet gems cut from those found have sold at $20 to $50 each, 
while their numbers and merit make them a decided acquisition to the 
list of precious stones of New Mexico, which must, when more widely 
known, create for them a large demand. 
The turquoise deposits of tbe Territory are too well ku•own to require 
an extended description. It is only necessary to state that while some 
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of these gems have been famed in Europe for centuries, yet in the 
United States they have never met the appreciation their merits and 
rank, as gems, deserved, until the last few years. Now they are in 
great demand, having been pronounced by experts equal, if not supe-
rior, to the Persian turquoise. There are single gems from Santa Fe 
County now in New York held as high $4,000, and some in Santa Fe of 
nearly equal size and quality. 
This sudden appreciation has given a stimulus to farther research, 
resulting in finding large turquoise deposits near Silver City, in the 
Hatchitas and Cow Spring Mountains, of great merit. One of the new 
discoveries is phenomenally large, considering quantity of production, 
size, and color of stones found in it. 
In addition to the above named are found native euclase; the so-
called Montana sapphires; garnets; milk and fire opals; peridots; a 
great variety of fine agates, besides petrified woods, fit for inlaying, 
mosaic work, or jewelry. Gold and silver quartz, valuable for fine 
work in jewelry, are produced from various mines. 
IRRIGATION AND AGRICULTURE. 
Agriculture in New Mexico is successful in isolitted instances under 
the natural rainfall. As a general propo~ition, however, crops can 
not be matured without irrigation or the artificial application of water. 
Large areas of the Territory consist of extensive mesas or plains. and 
bottom lands, to which water is easily conducted by means of open 
ditches. These areas lie along either side of the rivers that traverse 
the Territory, and the greater portion thereof is exceedingly fertile and 
adapted to the ·growth of nearly every variety of grasR, fruit, and vines 
grown in the temperate zone. A few native grasses, principally the 
black and white gramma, grow naturally without irrigation, cure in the 
sunshine and furnish food, summer and winter, for the great herds of 
range cattle. These natural grasses, however, would not sup-vort even 
a sparse community. By utilizing the storm waters and the immense 
natural .flow of the streams that pour from the snow-capped mountains 
in the spring and early summer, many thousands of acres of land can 
be successfully irrigated, and thereby changed from an arid desert to 
blooming gardens, from barren waste to the most productive fruit 
farms. 
Irrigation prospects, so far as they can be advanced by private enter-
prise and so far as sure profit on investment is concerned, are very 
promising. Not only are vast works building and projected for saving 
and utilizing large bodies of water now going to waste, but serious 
attention is being given to the cultivation of new products, specially 
adapted to our soil and climate, such as canaigre and sugar beets. The 
analyses of sugar beets by the United States Department of Agricul-
hue show that New 1\fexico, and especially her two northern tiers of 
counties, is most favorably located for this culture. They show the 
highest general average of purity, percentage of solid matter and of 
sugar, of any State or Territory. 
Canaigre is a tanning agent. It is a species of the sour dock, and 
the dried root contains about 33k per cent of tannic acid, or a higher 
average than the very best oak barlc It grows wild on most New 
Mexican plains and mesas, and in that state yields from 1 to 4 tons to 
the acre. In rare instances as high as 5 tons per acre have been 
gathered wild~ Under very simple cultivation and scanty irrigation as 
high as 10 tons have been harvested; and it will average from 10 to 
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20 tons per acre. The United States experiment station attached to 
the Agricultural College at Las Cruces, has two fields planted now. One 
of them is irrigated and the other is dry. The habits and evolution of 
of this plant from the wild to the cultivated state are being closely 
watched and recorded. At Deming, Grant County, splendidly equipped 
extracting works llave been erected, aud the product is being shipped 
to several tanneries in this country and in England. Hon. U. B. Eddy, 
of Eddie, N. 1\Iex., general manager of the Pecos Irrigation and Im-
provement Company's projects, has received an offer from New York 
parties to purchase 75,000 tons per year of canaigre for a })eriod of 5 
years at $10 per ton, green in the field, which he was unable to accept, 
as his experiments in the culture of this plant had not proceeded far 
enough to enable him to determine his ability to fi]] the order; but be 
has three 40-acre tracts in cultivation, planted at different times, aud 
he estimates that the yield per acre will be about the same as Irish 
potatoe~. 
In the matter of irrigation development the Pecos Valley enterprise 
boasts of the best and most extensive system of irrign,tion extant on 
this continent. Five years ago this great valley was a barren plain 
occupied by a half dozen cattle-raiserR. To-day it is one of the most 
promising farming regions in the \Vest, with a population of over 17,000 
souls and two flourishing towns. Tllis has been accomplished in the 
face of the greatest difficulties. The capacity of the storage system 
projected and nearly completed, to save the flood and storm waters, 
aggregates over 15,ooo,ooo,ooo cubic feet. The canals cover 500,000 
acres, nearly all in New Mexico. The water supply is ample, as the 
tremendous spring flow from the snow-capped mountain ranges will 
more than fill the reservoirs. The low-water flow of the Pecos River is 
500 cubic feet per second, and this is again supplemented with a flow 
from springs of between 1,200 and 1,500 cubic feet per second. The 
crops in this country are thriving. One thing notable is that the farm-
ers only use an acre-foot of water per annum, or 42,260 cubic feet. This 
is about the lightest duty of water known on strictly farming lands. 
Sixty thousand acres of land haYe already been disposed of in this val-
ley to bona fide farmers, a11d 20,000 are now actually under cultivation. 
TheHe lands, that in their natural state only produced native grasses. 
and that in such limited supply as to require 20 acres to furnish food 
for a single steer, now produce abundant crops of grain of every 
description, yield five cuttiug·s of .Alfalfa per year of about 1-! tons per 
acre per cutting. Hundreds of orchards and vineyards have been 
planted and are already beginning to yield abundantly. 
To handle the product of this region, tbe Pecos Valley Hailroad has 
already been built from Pecos City, Tex., to Eddy, N. :1\Ie:x., and all the 
preliminary work has been done to push it northeasterly to a junction 
with the Santa Fe system at some point between Las Vegas and Albu-
querque. 
In the famous Mesilla Valley, in southern New :l\Iexico, this season's 
harvest of orchard and vineyard will be superabundant. Last season 
many orchrtrds there yielded $10 per tree, and this year the yield is so 
large that even at current low prices tbe returns will be much larger. 
In Grant County two important enterprises to save the underflow of 
the Mimbres River are well under way to water lauds around Deming. 
South of this town, and just across the J\Iexi<·an boundary, over 12,000 
J\lormon colonists have quipt]y settletl, ])pming ueiug tllei,J' trade eelltcr 
and (li~tribnting }Joint. The development of nlHlertlow of the Mimbres 
River is therefore of extreme importance. ~ufticient work has been 
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done to })fOYC that beneath the surface there is a continuous flow of 
water sufficiently large to irrigate many thousand acres of land, and 
this water can be brought to the surface and utilized at a very small 
cost. 
In the i:louth central portion of the Territory there is a large pr~ject 
to reclaim part of the Jornado del Muerto and the Armendaris land 
grants. The e11gineers and experts have reported favorably on the 
propm;ed improyement, and it is expected that my next report will deal 
with the actual work of reclamation of this region. 
San Juan County keeps up her steady improvement. There are but 
few large irrigation enterprises in this county. The farmers themselves 
own nine-tenths of the canals. The absolute abundance of water here 
makes irrigation easy. This is the only part of the arid region where 
there is more water than land. The arable area is only about 450,000 
acres, and there is water for a couple of million of acres. 
The rumors of railroad building to the mines in Taos and Rio Arriba 
counties pr-omise large agricultural developlllent in their extensive 
garden-like valleys. 
'l'lle irrigation works on the 1\Iaxwell grant have progresRed to com-
pletion. Colonization goes steadily on. Many families have been 
located on the irrigated lands during the past season. Altitude and 
latitude combine to render these lands the best known for sugar-beet 
cnltnre. 
A company has been organized known as the Valverde Land and 
Irrigation Company, for the purpose of reclaiming the Armendaris 
gra11ts. It has acquired title to the Armendaris grants Nos. 33 and 
34, containing 447,535 acres of pastoral and coal lands, situated upon 
either tank of the Rio Grande River. The company has recenty com-
plet('d a very thorough survey of this property to ascertain the area 
su~reptible of irrigation and the cost of reclamation. From the report 
of the surveyor I learn that 25,000 acres are susceptible of irrigation 
by means of gravity ditches, taking supply direct from the river, head-
ing at points high enough up to insure distribution. This land is classed-
as bench, bottom, and lower table lands, all with dark and gray loams, 
and alluvial soil of the very best quality. It is proposed to reclaim 
this body of land by the natural :flow of waters and without any storage 
whateYer. It is also estirnatetl that about 60,000 acres of the upper 
benclt or mesa land may be reclaimed by the construction of reservoirs. 
These latter lands possess a light, sandy soil peculiarly adapted to the 
culture of fruit trees and of wine, table, and raisin grapes, such as are 
now being grown so successfully in the Mesilla valley. 
Col. Hichard J. Hinton, late chief of the United States irrigation 
inquiry, has recently made a thorough examination of the Rio Grande 
basin, in the vicinity of thi8 property, with a view to ascertain the quan-
tity of water now goi11g to waste, and the feasibility and practicability 
of providing storage reservoirs to save and utilize this flow. From his 
report I learn that the Rio Grande furnishes au average flood supply 
of at least 5,000 second-feet for al>out ten weeks in the year. It has a 
lesser flood season, late in the sumn~er, the flow of which would be 
about 3,000 second-feet. He estimates that the flood supply, available 
for the Valverde Land and Irrigation Company, if properly stored and 
utilized, would irrigate not less than 300,000 aeres of land, and under 
conditions sn<'h as exist in New :Mexico a second-foot of water would 
be worth $259 per mmnm. The total value of the water now going· 
to wat:\te h; estimated at $1,000,000 per year. The system of ditches 
propo8ed by this company is inteudeu to supply water not. only to 
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their own lands, but to about 100,000 acres of 1mb1ic and private 
lands adjacent to the lands of the company. 
Another irrigating enterprise, undertal~en within the year, is the 
reclamation of some 30,000 acres of land situated upon one of the Baca 
floats, and upon the Pablo Montoya grants, by utilizing the waters of 
the Canadian River, and a company is now being formed to originate 
a new irrigation scheme of large proportions from the waters of the 
upper Pecos River, by placing them upon the Anton Chico, Antonio 
Ortiz, and Beck grants. The enterprise, however, is not sufficiently 
a(lvanced to enable me to state with any degree of accuracy the exte11t 
thereof or the quantity of land capable of reclamation. 
In Santa Fe County an importa.nt enterprise is under way. One 
reservoir has already been built to supply Santa Fe City with water 
for domestic purposes and to irrigate about 2,000 acres of garden and 
fruit land. In the A.rroya Hondo, a natural storage basin, another is 
projected to cover 15,000 acres of splendid level mesa. The spring and 
storm :flows will be saved, and the aggregate area reclaimed by this 
scheme will be over 100,000 acres. Careful estimates of the amount of 
water available have been made and the plan is found to be feasible 
and practicable. In their character these works resemble those of 
southern California. Their ad vantage toN ew Mexico will be enormous, 
as they will demonstrate how gTeat an aggregate area can be reclaimed 
from the stored flow of small streams considered of little importance 
heretofore. These lands will be principally devoted to garden and 
orchard purposes. 
The splendid results achieved by the Pecos Valley Irrigation and 
Improvement Company, and the wonderful change produced by its 
labors, have given a new impetm; to irrigation in New 1\fexico by prac-
tical illustrations of the feasibility of such works, the cheapness with 
which they can be built, and the short time required to change an arid 
desert into grain fields, bearing vineyards and orchards, as well as the 
profit to be realized by such investment. Of these lands many thou-
sands of acres, which less than five years ago were purchased for $1.25 
per acre, have sold during the past year and are now selling at $50 
and $75 per acre. 
The future prosperity of the Territory and its ability to support a 
dense population depends almost entirely upon the extent to which 
irrigation may be successfully carried. The efforts of the past have 
shown the wonderful productiveness of the soir after reclamation, and 
present efforts are proving the large acreage susceptible of irrigation 
at a very small expenditure of capital. 
A condition of some seriousness has arisen among the earlier settlers 
and proprietors in the Rio Grande Valley that may prove at an early 
day the destruction of their farms and orchards, unless active measures 
are taken to prevent the injury now being done. In these localities are 
sil:inated the homes of the larger number of small farmers and planters 
who have been able to reclaim their lands without any large aggrega-
tion of capital, each small settlement and generally each farmer own-
ing his own ditch. In the past the natural flow of the Rio Grande has 
been sufficient at aU times to supply with water the cultivable lands 
under ditches. During the last few years the very extensive increased 
use of water in the San Luis Valley, in Colorado, where immense ditches 
have been constructed and their laterals extended to cover several hun-
dred thow;;a,nd acres of land, have caused a gradual decrease of the 
waters in the vi<'illity of El raso. 'rex., and for a distance of al>ont 150 
miles in this rrerritorJ', where it lla:::; protlueed a water familtc for sev-
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eral months annually during the last four years, which has gradually 
g-rown more serious until the present year, when farmers' crops have 
been saved by asbundant railtfall. Tbis is rendered still more seriou~ 
by reason of our Territorial condition, depriving our citizens of the 
privilege of protecting- their violated rights in the United States courtH, 
thereby compelling them to seek their remedies in the State courts, 
where they would meet with all the local pr~judices which exist in a 
community interested in the decision of the subject-matter in litigation. 
Two-thirrls of the food supply of the world is produced in arid regions 
by means of irrigation, and the densely populated regions of Persia, 
China, East India, and Japan depend almost entirely on irrigation for 
tlwir food supply, having a rainfall less than that of the arid regions in 
America. Japan contains 23,000,000 acres of arable land, supports 8 
persons to the acre, with crops grown solely by irrigation. 
With a soil as rich as that found in any portion of the world, adapted 
to the growth of every variety of grain, vegetables, vine, and fruit pro-
duced in the temperate zone, a climate unsurpassed, it would seem that 
the American desert might, with sufficient capital and effort for the 
saving and utilizing of the flood waters of summer and the melted snows 
of winter, be in time made the garden of America, the home of a largel' 
population than now inhabits the fertile valleys of the Mississippi and 
itH tril.mtary streams. Under present conditions the utilization of these 
waters is impracticable by private effort. It will be seen by reference 
to the private enterprises heretofore mentioned as being successfully 
realized that they are in connection with large properties, privately 
owned (with one exception) by titles derived from the Spanish or 1\Iexi-
can governments, the areas being sufficient to justify the expenditure 
of large amounts of capital in procuring the water for reclamation. 
The policy of the Government bas, to a certain extent, retarded the 
reclamation of the arid public lands and prevented the development of 
regions requiring large expenditures for reclamation. The law known 
as the alien act, preventing foreigners from owning lands in the Terri-
tory, has forbidden the investment of foreign capital, and the act ot 
Congress prohibiting any corporation or individual from acquiring more 
than 5,000 acres of land has prevented, in many instances, the invest-
meut of home capital, such quantity being insufficient to justify the 
expenditure required to construct the reservoirs and canals. 
Where the water of great rivers like the Pecos, the Rio Grande, and 
the Colorado of the West, with their tremendous annual floods, are to 
be controlled, placed in reservoirs, and preserved to the use and redemp-
tion of vast bodies of desert land, it is necessary to use immense sums 
of money, more than can usually be obtained from private sources; 
fettered by laws preventing the investor from obtaining title to or a 
lieu upon the land reclaimed, and requiring the services of the mo:-;t 
experienced engineer::;, with great technical knowledge, and a thorough 
calculation of the results to be achieved, it is believed that the work 
~hould be conductecl by the (J:overnment to prepare homes for the citi-
zens, that each individual may be the owner of his own homestead, look 
alone to the Government for his water supply, and not be subjected to 
the avarice and oppression too apt to exist where a private corporation 
is the owner of the water which in the end controls and dominates the 
ownership of the land. This has been the policy of the Government as 
exhibited by the passage of the laws above referred to, as well as by 
many acts of Co1•gress with reference to the llome:-;teatliug, preemption, 
and sale of public land.s to l)Oua-tide settlers in all parts of the nation. 
The l)Olicy of internal improvement has been the policy of our Govel'U· 
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ment. Untold millions have been expended in the construction of 
levees, in tbe improvement of rivers, in tbe building of canals and rail-
roads for the ge11eral welfare of the people. The time has arrived when 
this policy should be extended to a reclamation by the General Gov-
ernment of the large bodie~ of arid lands situated in the great West. 
This subject is rendered still more important in view of the fact that 
nearly· all the public lands lying in that portion of the Union where 
crops can be raised without irrigation have been disposed of, the Gov-
ernment being possessed of only a limitecl quantity of such lands for 
disposal to the homesteader and actual settler, while her population is 
increasing more rapidly than at any time in the past. This population 
must depend almost entirely upon the arid region for homesteads, which 
can only be rendered habitable and productive by means of irrig-ation, 
requiring an expenditure of capital impossible for the settler to obtain, 
and which must be furnished either by the Government or by some 
private corporation, and when furnished by the latter, the settler be-
comes at once the dependent and servant of the corporation that may 
at any time make the water tax so burdensome as to be unbearable. 
For these reasons it is earnestly urged that the Government should 
continue its policy of internal improvement and extend it to include the 
reclamation of these lands. The overcrowding of population at the 
trade centers requiriug relief, together with the exhaustion of the lands 
suitable for homesteads in the temporal region, creates the necessity. 
The experience in opening the lands of Oklahoma and the Cherokee 
Strip proves tbe demand and the precedent of internal improvement 
steadily adhered to in the past justifies the hope that the Government 
will see the wisdom of reclaiming its vast domain, of preserving and 
distributing the waste waters to create homesteads for the rapidly 
increasing population. By this means millions of acres of desert land 
may be oceupied and made as productive as the fertile valleys of the 
Mississippi, the East relieved from the cougeRtion of over-population, 
the homesteader supplied with land upon which to support himself and 
family, and the desert of to-day transformed into the world's granary 
of to-morrow. 
INDIANS. 
The change in the po1icy of the Government recently made, which 
places Army officers in charge of the various Indian reservations through-
out. the Territory, has only been in operation a few months, but there is 
everywhere a marked improvement in the service, and it is believed 
that time will prove the wisdom of the change. Army officers are pecu-
liarly adapted to the management and control of the Iudians, bringing 
to their assistance the :firmness of character, system, aud 01 d.er learned 
nowhere else so well as in the Army. 
PUEBLOS. 
There are situated in various parts of New Mexico some twenty vil-
lages occupied by the Pueblo Indians. To each of these villages was 
given either by the Kingdom of Spain or the Republic of Mexico land 
grants averaging· about 6 miles square. The titles to these lands have, 
in some instances, been confirmed by the Government, and in others 
the Indians have applied to the land court now in session in this Terri-
tory for the approval of title~ survey, and segregation of their land. 
This is being doue a~ rapidly as possible with the great amount of other 
business pending befol'e that triLmnal. 
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The Pueblos arc difl'ercnt from all other American Indians. ~rltey 
were living in towns and cultivating laudH \Vhcn tlw Bpanial'(ls iir:::;t vl~­
ited this country. They were not then and never have been warlike in 
character. They are a quiet, law-abiding, peace-loving people, with 
small intellect, simple in their manners and life, with very little energy, 
making little or no progress in self-advancement. The Government 
schools established in the Territory are working some changes among 
the younger members of the tribes, and give prospect of an early improve-
ment in their manner of life. 
Under the Mexican laws these Indians were citizens of the Repttblic, 
and by the treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo became citizens of the United 
States, with all the rights and obligations of other citizens. Their 
lack of education, their simplieity and ignorance, renrlered them unfit 
to exercise the right of su:f:l:'rage, a privilege they do not seem to 
appreci:;tte. Their poverty and their primitive mode of life made the 
payment of taxes a great burden to them. Each of these villages has 
its organized government, its governor and council that make and exe-
cute the simple laws necessary for their government and protection. 
Tuese laws are so justly and equitably administered that one seldom· 
hears of a Pueblo Indian appealing to the laws of the land from the 
decision of the ruling authorities in his pueblo. 
'fhe feeling upon the part of the citizens of the inadvisability of per-
mitting so primitive a people to exercise the right of suffrage and the 
desire of the Indians to avoid the burden of taxation, lead to an early 
tacit understanding that the Indians were not to exercise the right of 
suffrage, and that so long as they refrained from so doing their prop-
erty would be exempt from taxation, and this in practice is the law of 
the Territory to-day. 
These Imlians do not need an agent such as is required by the war-
like and more uncivilized tribes. There is no necessity for compelling 
tlleir obedience to the law, for they obey it of their own will, so far as 
they know it, What they need is a guardian-some one to instruct 
and direct them, who will look after their interests as those of a child 
and see that they are not robbed and despoiled of their property by 
their more crafty and intelligent neighbors. They need an agent who 
will win their respect and confidence, and by example, teach them the 
uecessity and benefits of industry, of economy, of education, of culti-
vating their lands by the use of improved machinery, and the saving 
and preservation of their water rights. 
The new agent, John L. Bullis, captain Twenty-fourth Infantry, U. 
S. A., bas entered upon his duties in a manner calculated to inspire 
confidence in the Pueblo Indians and is managing and controlling their 
aftairs in a satisfactory manner. 
There is no material change in the population of the Indian villages 
since the last annual report of the governor of this Territory 
JICARII.LA APACHES. 
The Jicarilla Apaehes are a small remnant of a very worthless tribe 
of Indians inhabiting· the northern portion of the Territory. Tbey are 
non progressive, and it seems impossible that they can ever be made self. 
sustaining. The tribe is annually diminishing in number. It is also 
under the control and management of Capt. Bullis. Great complaints 
have heretofore been made about these Indians constantly wandering 
from their reservation and depredating upon their neighbors. I am 
credibly informed that several hundred of them have spent the greater 
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J>Ortion of the ~ast three or four yean; oft' the reservation, in the county 
of JHora, where complaint is made of their trespasses upon the stock of 
that region. They do not work, have no property except a few ponies, 
and so must live by plundering from the people. It is hoped that the 
present agent may be able to compel them to return upon their reser-
vation and stay there. Uapt. Bullis, the agent in charge, makes tlJC 
following report with reference to the number and condition of the 
Pueblo and Jicarilla Apache Indians: 
PUEBLO AND JICARILLA AGENCY, 
Santa Fe, N. Alex., Augu8t 29, 1893. 
DI•:AR SIR: In reply to yours of the 2d inst., requesting a report from me as to the 
condition of the Pueblo and Jicarilla Apache Iucliaus, I have to state that as I only 
took charge of the agency on July 1, last, I must depend for my information on the 
annual report of my predecessor, which has just been made for the year ending 
J uue 30, 1893. 
From said report it appears that no census ot the Pueblo Indians has been taken 
this year owing to lack of an appropriation for the smne, but it is estimated that 
they have slightly increased in numbers during the past year. According to the 
last census they numbered 8,536; males over 18 ~-cars of age, 2, 701; females over 14-, 
3,512; children between 6 and 16 years of age, 2,323. 
'Vith regard to edueation there is a decided improvement, the parents offering less 
objeetion than formerly to their children attentliug school. 
'l'he Pueblos have conducted their farmillg operations as nsual, anu fair crops h:we 
rewarued their inuustry. Owing to the fact that at this perio<l of the season their 
crops are for the most part ungathered, it is impossible to even approximate what 
has been raised by them. They will have abundance for their own consumption and 
a fair amount, as usual, to market. 
Stock-raising has received a consideraale share of their attention, and their stock 
shows a decided improvement over former years. 
JICARILLA APACHRS. 
From the last census taken of these Indians the total number of this tribe was 842. 
Number of males above 18 years of age, 195; number of females above 14 ;years of 
age, 273; number of school chiltlren between the ages of 6 and 16, 279. 
There has been some improYement shown in their farming operations during the 
past year, though progress is slow in this direction. 
The season at Dulce is a short one and mueh that is planted does not mature. 
'fhere was no loss in their stock last winter as abundance of hay was put up in the 
fall. Some of these Indians have taken to sheep-ntising, an industry which, with 
ordinary care, should do well on this reservation. 
As au evidence of their desire for more comfortable quarters than the teepee affords, 
quite a number of comfortable houses have been built of late, and, in a few instances, 
modern furnitnre has been introduced. 
The presence of a number of Mexican settlers on this reservation has to some 
extent, had a demoralizing effect on the Indians. Whisky has at t,imcs been sold to 
them with the usual degrading result. Repea,ted efforts ha\'e been made by the 
agent to discover the guilty parties, but hitherto without success. It seems that if 
this whole business was wrapped in such secrecy as to defy every attempt to find 
and convict the wrongdoers. These efforts will, however, be continued until the 
parties engaged in this nefarious traffic are brought to justice. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. W. T. THORNTON, 
JOHN L. BULLIS, 
Captain Twenty-fom·th Infantry, Acting Indian .dgrmt. 
Gove1'nor, etc., Santa Fe, N. Mex. 
In view of the disposition of these Indians to constantly leave their 
reservation, their persistant treRpass upon the citizeus in the vieiuity, 
the distance of the reservation (some 250 miles by railroad), from the 
headquarters of the Pueblo Agency, and tlle necessity to have at all 
times an agent upon the grouud, I renew the recommendation made by 
Governor Prince in his last report, that the Jicarilla Apache agency 
be made a separate and independent agency. 
MESCALAlW APACHES. 
There is little or no change among the Mescalaro Indians. Little, if 
any, progreRs has been made by them in the way of farming, aud I 
lwve 110 pen~onal knowledge of improvements or change in their mo<le 
of life. The late agent, Louis F. Burnett, captain Seventh Infantry, 
lT. S. A., under date of August 4, reports as follows: 
At the census of June 30,1893, the number of Indians belonging to this ageury 
Oiescalaro Apache), was as follows: Men, 102; women, 205; boys, 122; girls, 97; total~ 
526. Number of children at school at l<,ort Lewis, Colo., 26; at Grand Junction, 31; 
u.t agency school, 50. Estimated number of stock, 250 horses, 10 mules, 60 burros, 100 
cattle. It is believed that the horses are increasing and the cattle decreasing il1 
number. They have no sheep. This tribe lives in New Mexico. Trading whisky 
with the Indians has a bad effect, but fortunately it is not very extensive. This cau 
not be controllea until the testimony of Indians is taken in preference to that of the 
"whisky trader." If one of these traders could be punished it would have an 
excellent effect. These Indians are quiet and peaceable. 'fhere is never any trouble 
with any of them unless they get drunk, in which case they are dangerous and ugly. 
~ome of them have small farms, but, as there is not enough land which can be irri-
gated, all can not farm who desire to do so. A few of the Indians live in cabins, but 
most of them live in tents and frequently move their camp. 
NAYAJOES. 
This is the most important Indian tribe in the Territory, and its man-
agement and control is a question of very great import to our people. 
The tribe numbers fully 20,000 souls, about one-third of whom reside 
in New Mexico, and two-thirds in Arizona. Their re~ervation consists 
of about 9,400,000 acres, or 15,000 square miles of territory. Their 
agent estimates that they own 1,000,000 head of sheep, 250,000 ·goats, 
1,000 head of cattle, and 100,000 ponies, and that they marketed during 
the past two years about 1,000,000 pounds of wool per annum. 
It would seem from the large amount of land owned by these Indians 
that it was possible for them to be kept permanently upon their reser-
vation. There is no better body of land in the Western country than 
this reservation. ·There is a considerable area upon which oats, barley, 
and a few grasses may be successfully grown without irrigation. The 
G-overnment survey, completed last year, shows a large quantity sus-
eeptible of irrigation at an exceedingly small outlay. It being esti-
mated that $64,000 would open up sufficient water holes for the use of 
their animals, and develop the water supply required for irrigating as 
large a quantity of land as the Indians would require or are likely to 
work under present conditions, I most earnestly advise that the Gov-
ernment, as early as practicable, cause this expenditure to be made and 
thus remove any real or pretended excuse which the Indians now have 
for grazing their stock outside of the reservation for at least two-thirds 
of the year. The land which they own, being a principality in itself, 
is generally sufficient, even in its present condition, to supply food for 
the number of animals possessed by them. 
The Navajoes are most accomplished thieves, and they make use of 
the pretended want of grass and water as an excuse for leaving their 
reservation, when the real object is to steal the sheep, goats, and cattle 
of their neighbors. Their depredations have been so constant of late 
years as to render it impossible for others to successfully raise either 
<~attle, sheep, or horses in the vicinity of this reservation. One citizen 
of this Territory lost at various times during the first three months of 
this year over 4,000 head of sheep, which were traced to the reserva-
tion, and some of them seen in possession of the Indians, who refused 
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to gi\·e them np. Constaut complaint is made l>y small s11eep a.nd cat-
tle growers. A number of the larger ltenl ow11ers have had their 
flocks so decimated as to compel them to dispose of the remnant and 
abandon their ra11ges. There has been some excuse for the grazing of 
the herds ofl the reservation for the last two or three years, occasioned 
by the failure of food as the result of the great drought that he.s 
existed for that period. But with the improvements made as sug-
gested in the report of the late commission this excuse would be re-
moved. 
From the very efficient agent, E. H. Plummer, first lieutenant Tenth 
Infantry, U.S. A., I learn that the condition of these Indians is worse 
than it has been for a number of years. He correctly, in my opinion, 
attributes the true cause of such detel"ioration to two sources: l"i'irst, 
to a succession of very dry seasons, which have caused a greater 
scarcity of forage, very poor crops, the loss of many sheep and ponie::; 
by starvation during the winters, the very poor yield of wool, and the 
low prices received; and, second, to the traffic in whisky. He shows a 
most pitiful condition existing throughout the reservation, and that 
even now, during the season when they should be in possession of 
money from the sale of their wool, many of them are in a condition 
bordering upon starvation. This naturally occasions the commission 
of depredations, a.nd it is no uncommon thing for them to be caught 
killing cattle, which they excuse by saying that they are hungry and 
that their children are crying for food. 
Among other thingsJ Lieut. Plummer reports as follows: 
The sheep herds, the main support of these Indians, have been decreasing for sev-
eral years through necessity of selling and killing them to gain food. On account 
of the continual inbreeding an<\._from starvation, the range being overstocli:ed with 
herds of degraded ponies, whi.clLare driven back ancl forth long distances for water 
a,nd tramp out as much or more grass than they eat, the ignorance and imligent con-
dition of these people is almost incredible. I saw recently a. grown man, who, in 
telling of a horse deal, could not connt up to 10 in his own language. 
Many of them have no. distingnishmg name in their own family and among their 
fellows. Their poverty is such that how they manage to exist is a source of wonder 
to those who know them intimately. 
The Navajoes are naturally of a roving <lisposition and of in<'lolent, improvitlent 
habits. 'l'hcre seems to be little or no improvement or change in their habits, even 
with those who have built houses. many of which are deserted during the great part 
of the year, while the owners roam about with their herds or cultivate farms at a 
distance from their houses. I can give no reliable data as to progress, but judging 
from personal observation and investigation it would appear that these Indians 
have rather gone backward than forward during the past two years. This is due in a 
measure to their being discouraged by continual failure of crops, loss of stock, 
decrease in yield of wool, and the low price of that staple. If hahits a.nd condition 
of living supposed to pertain to civilization can be taught the Indians at all., exam-
ple must certainly be the leading factor in their instruction, and the reservation 
Indiau will naturally look to the agency for his model. In many \Vays the condition 
of aifairs at this agency can scarcely be considered up to a par with the civilization 
of the surrounding Indians. 
Then follows a description of the condition of affairs at the agency, 
which would not be likely to impress the Indians with the benefits of 
civilization. The want of method in the arrangement and detail of 
affairs, the insufficient means in the possession of the agent, tlle dilap-
idated buildings, worth less toolR, broken wagons placed at his disposal, 
and the careless slipshod manner in which the duties had been per-
formed, could not help but have a bad effect upon the Indians. In 
another portion of the report the agent says: 
The Navajoes are scattered over fully 15.000 square miles of territory, many living 
fully 100 miles from the reservation [and that] though money was appropriated at 
the last session of Congress for developmg water on this reservation, as yet no ground 
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has lwen hrol<en or work of any kind commeneell on the resel'\'atiml, and two yean~ 
mu~:>t now elapse before the India:Q. can }H'Ofit by a crop raisctl under the propn~:>ed 
systems. In the meantime their condition is not only pitiable, bnt extremely dau-
gerons. There i::l on this reservation a great (lea.l of land from which crops may be 
raised without irrigation, and, if under cultivation, would materially assist in their 
support. Oats sown under my direction on a piece of land of this description are in 
a most flourishing condition, standing over 4 feet high at present. To b1ing such 
lanu under cultivation the Indians need assistance in breaking up the land the first 
time. 
Farther on in his report he recommends-
that the work of constructing ditches and reservoirs on this reservation be com-
menced at the earliest practicable date, and that the work b e pushed to completion 
as speedily as possible; also that an additional appropriation be asked for tlmt water 
may be developed on the reservation. 
The Navajoes are distinctively horse and sheep raisers, and to assist and enconrage 
them in this line of work, that they may be able to support themselves, they Hhonld 
l:e provided liberally with a supply of alfalfa seed. This enellent forage crop is 
uot only admirably adapted to this soil and climate, but to the need and charactPr 
of the Navajoe In<.lians. Arrangements should also be made for the obtaining or a 
croHs breed of hardy sheep, and of such a breed of horses as would raise the degraded 
ponies of these people to a serviceable and saleable grade of horses. 
I quote thus fully from the report of the agent, realizing the impor-
tance of the subject and the necessity of following hiR suggestions. 
1'lwse Indians are the wards of the nation. Common humanity demands 
that during the time they are in a state of pupilage, and under the 
control of the Government, it should furnish them such assistance 
as will enable them to make a respectable living, especially when it is 
shown that a very small pittance is required to open up and develop a 
water supply upon the reservation sufficient to meet their present wants 
and to give them the opportunity of beginning to learn the advantages 
of self-support by the cultivation of the soil. 
I heartily concur in the recommendations of Lieut. Plummer that 
immediate steps be taken to develope at the earliest possible moment 
the water supply upon the reservation. This will not only be perform-
ing an act of justice to the nation's wards by supplying tbem with water 
for their stock. and the means of earning a living by farming, but it 
wiH in a large measure prevent the conflicts now so frequently occa-
siolled by the roaming of the Navajoes off their reservation, and the 
erowding of civilization toward it. With 11lenty of water for tbeir ani-
mals and for irrigation tbere won]d be no excuse for the Indians to 
leave tbe reservation; with the excuse removed he can be confined to 
the reservation and better controlled and dbci1 ·lined by the agent. 
WlliSKY TRAFFIC. 
A11otber cause of poverty among the Nav~joes is their great love of 
drink, which they will gratify by the sale of the last hoof of their stock. 
Upon every side of the reservation may be found small storekeepers 
whose ostensible business is the exchange of goods for the wool and 
pelt~ of the Indians, but whose real business is the secret selling of 
whisky to them. So far as I have been able to learn there has not 
been a conflict between the Indians and the settlers for a number of 
years not cam;ed directly through the sale of whisky to the Indians or by 
their thefts. It is impossible to bring these violators of law to justice, 
except by the expenditure of large sums of money. The fees paid the 
marshals do not justify them in assuming the expense and incurring the 
danger incident to making the arrests and securing the testimony Ilec-
essary to make convictions. The stores are generally located in iso-
lated localities, where the trading can be done with impunity. The 
Indians win not, as a general rule, betray the p:trty from whom they 
purchase drink, and when they do testify, so little eou1iden<·e can be 
placed in their statements that jurors very rarely eouvict. The pm · 
sons who engage in this traffic are gen('nl1ly bad men " .... ho are willing 
to take great risks that they may make lm ge profits. They rea.li.r,e the 
dauger connected with their business and would not hesitate to take 
the life of any man if they thought it necessary to their own safety. A 
realizat~on of this fact frightens the timid settler and prevents him from 
})referring charges where he would otherwise do so. 
IAeut. Plummer, in speaking of this matter, says: 
Those who sell whisky to the Indians are known to their neighbors, but the lat-
ter are afraid to be the means ofthe whisky sellers beingbroughttotrial. Drunken 
Indians threaten and frighten the women and children of the settlers, but they are 
more afraid of the villains who do the selling than they are of the dangers that 
tbrPaten their families. 
A resident dare not attempt their arrest and conviction, for if he faih-; 
he would no longer live in peace. He would be persecuted in varionP-
'\n·tys. The Indians would be induced and aided in running off his stock; 
his property would be secretly destroyed, and, if this did not induee 
him to move to other parts, his life would be taken. 
I recommend that the Department appoint two or three speci:..tl 
detectives or deputy marshals to remain for a number of months upon 
the borders of the reservation. They should assume some occupation, live 
and associate with the lawbreakers until they obtain proof necessary 
for their arrest and conviction. A few arrests and convictions of the 
most prominent offenders would put an eud to this traffic in a large 
me~tsure. 'Vhen they once lear11 that a few fearless, determined men 
are secretly working in this matter, backed by the strong arm of the 
Government, they would stop their traffic and seek less dangerous 
occupations. 
I can pot close this part of my report without expressing my approv-
ing opinion, most generally concurred in by the people of the Territory, 
of the most excellent service performed by Lieut. Plummer since he 
was assigned to duty at the Navajoe agency. He has been untiring in 
the performance of the most arduous duties, protecting both the Indian 
and the settler. Partkular reference is made to the outbreak in San 
Juan County in the early part of tlJe present year, where he acted with 
great firmness and coolness. But for his promptness and courage it 
-\Yould have been impossible in the excitement then existing to have 
arrested and turned over to the civil authorities the Indian assassin of 
1.\-Ir. Welch without producing a conflict resulting in the loss of many 
lives. He acted with like discretion and firmness in several other 
instances, thereby preventing serious trouble. The arrest of theW elch 
assassin will have a great moral effect upon the Indians. When it is 
once learned that there is a responsibility attached to crime, and that 
when one of the tribe leaves the reservation and robs, steals, or mur-
ders, the Government will follow him back to his home and cause l1is 
arrest and delivery to the civil authorities for punishment, he wi~l be 
much more careful and prudent in his conduct. The Indian lawbreaker 
is not unlike his class among the more civilized nations. It is the cer-
tainty of punishment that stays his hand. 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
The Territory is to be congratulated upon the very appreciable 
advancement made_ in its educational institutions during the last few 
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years. A~ time passes the wisdom of what is known as tbe Paulin 
school law, pa~sed in February, 1891, becomes more apparent. Under 
its beneficent provisious, with the very ample reyenne derived from 
taxation and from fines and liquor and gambling licenses, tbe public 
schools in every part of the Territory are steadily advancing. The 
number of scholars in attendance is increasing and the class of teacll-
en; and the grade of schools much iluproved. The following extracts 
from the report of the Ron. Amado Chaves, superintendent of public 
instruction, made December, 1891, and included in the last annual 
report of my predecessor, I feel to be of sufficient importance to repeat 
here, as it will give an idea of the present condition of educational 
affairs, not, however, showing the advance made, as we have no relia-
ble statistics prior to that time: 
The last legislative assembly of the Territory passed a law establishing a common-
school system and creating the office of superintendent of public instruction. This 
law was approved on the 12th ilay of February, 1891, and went into effect immedi-
ately thereafter. By the provision of this law a Territorial board of education was 
created, consisting of the governor of the Territory, the superintenfleut of publie 
instruction, the presidents of the university, of the agricultural college, and of St . 
.Michael College. Prior to that time there had been no system to goYcrn our com-
mon schools, it common schools we had, and the money collected for school purposes 
was simply used in various ways inmost of the counties, without being of any bene-
tit to the children throughout the Territory. It is now very gratifying indeed to me 
to be able to report that a changeJor the better is already apparent. The law has not 
been in operation long enough to show its effect!-; fully, but great progress is being 
made in every one of the counties. A number of new and substantial schoolhouses 
have been erected, better teachers have been employed, and the adoption of a uniform 
series of books has improved the work, also reducing the expenses considera,bly. In 
several of the counties, bonds have been issued and sold for the erection of new 
schoolhouses. 
No opposition has been ~ncountered in any part of the Territory in the matter of 
introducing English-speaking teachers in districts where heretofore Spanish alone 
had been tanght. In this connection I have to say that it is very pleasing to me to 
be able to state from personal observation that the greatest interest is being shown, 
in the Spauir:;h-speaking counties in behalf of the new la.w, which requires that the 
English language shall be taught in all the common schools of the Territory. 
Under the provisions of the present law no person can teach in this Territory with-
out being in lawful possession of a proper certificate. Such a certificate is issued 
only to persons who have passed a satisfactory examination before a board of exam-
iners composed of the county superintendent and of two leading citizens of each 
county, selected and appointed by the district judge. The result of this provision 
bas been that every one of the common schools of this Territory is now taught by a 
eompetent teacher well versed in the English language and in many cases in both 
.English and Spanish. 
The progress that is being made by the native children is satisfaetory in the high-
est degree, and it is apparent that before many more years there will be no longer a 
necessity for interpreters in our courts or legislatures. Edneational interest is on the 
increase in all parts of the Territory and, b~r improving the advantages which the 
new Jaw gives us, a goo(l blljlincss education is within the reach of all classes, the 
rich and the poor alike. 
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rrlw foJlowing; table is compiled from the reports of county snperin 
teadents made October 1, 1891: 
o 1 A nrage <laily attend-~ . ---~:~~~~- Enrollment. ance. 
,:~ I --~- ·· 
County. t~ ,;, I rti ,;, I 
~;a ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ] 
-----------1~ ---~ ~ -1 ~ ~-: ! _ _E___ ~ ~-·~-




1.0:14 591 1 1,625 784 293 j 1,077 
Chaves···············-··· ! 4 3 1 165 174 i ;!;!9 \ 103 !J5 J Hl8 
Colfax .................... 1 39 22 19 41 684 530 1 1, 214 504 35!J 85! 
Dona Ana ................ ! 31 9 9 18 331 253 ' ~~* : 17-i 118 1 ~~i 
~~~lt::::::::::::::::::::: ! 2~ ~ 2~ 3~ ~~~ ~:~ , 544 · ~~~ J~~ 1 :m 
Lincoln ................... · 39 15 20 35 422 ~1 81; 1 809 , 261 1 300 561 Mora ..................... · 44 30 14 44 1,554 _ 2,266 : 1,;~~ 
1
: 534 1,034 
}{io Arriba . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 36 
10 
36 1, 372 i~ 
1 
1, l~g I 349 882 
~:;t~i:~~::~~::::::::::: : ~~ 6~ 2~ ~! 4·~ii 3·~~~ ~ 7·~~~ : 2·~~! 1 l.Hg 4·Hx 








!, l 0! I ~91:33 ! 277 So rocco................... 47 29 I 13 42 1, 051 673 ! 621 .., 1, 014 
'l'aos .. ; ................... i 21 2~ 2 28 760 219 ' 97!l l 55~ 
1 
38~ j ;lfO 
Valencia .................. :~ ~~--2 _ 27 _ ~~~ 360 - ~ 086 _
1
_25a 1_1~:>39 
Total .... ~~~ ~-j· -~-~3-J 3081 1791 487 114, 011 j 8, 588 I 22, 5991 9, 062 I 5, 373 i 1~, ~~-~ 
As may be seen from the following annual statement of receipts for 
school purposes, the money derived from licenses, poll tax, fines, etc., 
amounts to $108,322.04, all of which went to the precinct where col-
lected, while that from direct assessment only amounts to $54,260.04; 
and, as the superintendent reports, this gave an undue proportion of 
the school fund to the towns and cities, where the saloons are situated, 
and only a very small sum for the support of the country districts. 
This mistake was corrected by au act of the last legislature, which car-
ried a third of the license and all of the fines to the county school fund. 
In addition to this, the levy of 2 mills for school purposes made in 1891 
was increased in 1892 and 1893 to 3 mills. During the year very great 
attention has been given to the building of schoolhouses, particularly 
in the larger towns. Nearly every town in the Territory is now pro-
vided with a good schoolhouse, and some of them with from three to 
five. The amount of money expended for this purpose during the year 
1892 appears in the annual report of the superintendent of schools 
found below. The superintendent also reports with reference to the 
character of the teachers as follows: 
So far as the quantity and qualit~7 of the work of the schools l1a.s been affected by 
the character of the teachers there has been great improvement. During my official 
visits to the various counties I b:we noticecl with a. good deal of pleasure the changes 
that have taken place for the better and the manner in which the teachers eonduct 
their schools. This is due in a great degree to the nor'llal training which many of 
the present teachers have receiYed at Las Vegas, Albuquerf)ue, and Silver City, 
where successful normal institutes have been held, attended by hundreds of scholars. 
The same most efficient officer, in his report dated December 31, 1892, 
says: 
There bas been great progress in school work during the past year in nearly all 
the counties of the Territory, as will appear from the accompanying statement which 
gives a fair insight as to the amonnt of work done in each com1ty during the year. 
This bas been specially true in the districts deriving benefit from licenses. I regret 
to have to say that in districts wl1ere license money bas not been available the work 
a.ccomplisbe<l bas not been as satisfactory as would otherwitle have been. One-half 
of the license money1 at least, should go to the general school fund. On the wl10le, 
excellent work has been done, and with more ample means greater good results w1ll 
lH~ obtained. 
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The following from the annual report of the superintendent for the 
year ending December 1, 1892, shows the number of teachers, enroll-
ment of scholars, and averlt.ge daily attendance at the several schools, 
the number of scholars between the ages of 5 an<l 20, the number of 









Bllrnalillo.............. 47 37 28 65 1, 830 922 2, 752 1, 41l4 777 2, 271 
Chaves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 3 3 6 136 na 229 8~ 45 127 
Colfax ................. 
1 
39 26 12 38 4n 643 1,116 260 300 560 
Dona. .Ana . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 10 16 26 5U-! 404 9!J8 34U 255 601 
Grant.......... . . . . . . . . 37 13 32 45 681 564 1, 245 516 415 931 
Lincoln . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 ....................................... . ........................... . 
Mora . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 40 12 52 1, 204 887 2, 091 588 433 1, 021 
Rio Arriba . . . . . . . . . . . . 3\l 35 6 41 1, 611 835 2, 446 912 701 1, 613 
San Jnan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 12 10 22 305 184 489 229 138 367 
San Mig·uel............ 83 74 3~ 106 2, 740 1, 730 4, 4.70 1, 870 1,124 2. 994 
Santa .Fe............... 23 24 11 35 902 636 1, 538 681 406 1, 087 
~icrra.................. 12 11 7 18 372 314 686 187 132 319 
~r·t~c0·o.}·_r_·o_ .·.·.·.· •.• _ ._ ._ ._ ._ . __ · . __ · _· ._ 1 4~ 26 21 47 1, 177 746 1, 92'J 6ctU 392 1, 041 n ,, 27 23 4 27 753 1, 246 1, 999 1, 0-!9 877 1, 926 
Valencia........ . ...... 37 26 3 29 934 235 1, 169 771 ~03 974 
Total............. 532 1---;JU!-----w7T55~~ 1~, 7J2T!).439' 2:l, 151 I !l, ~34- 6,1081 5~ 
Nmnbrr or' scholars 00 
..... 
'0 0 
\ between the a.gcs ol' 5 anll ~~ Receipts. 
20 years. ] ~f.o 
l=l;:: 
..... ~~ 
£~~ 0 ~~ <D,r:) a.:·~ ~ ~ "'"' (,),...; ciC.:O> 
~ 
t£~ .:: . o::.o~ ~; i ~ .....< ~ o= .... 
s .;s s @§ =-tg ~ g~ § -~ g,,_§ <::: 
~ 
0 ;:: .!;jS ";o~ 00'1"-< ~ E-1 ~ ~ R H 
County. 
Bernalillo .............. 2, 638 2, 202 4, 840 56 4~ $10,916. 64 $9,978.84 $29, 920.55 
g~~~~:~;::::::::::::: I 
274 178 452 5 5~ 1, 249.10 3, 101.50 I 2, 360.60 
1, 207 1, 710 2, 917 32 311- ----------- ............... ............... 
1, 523 1, 276 2, 799 21 5! 6, 220. 9[) 5, 512.61 6, 085.37 
Grant .................. 1, 535 1,214 2, 749 34 4! 31,024.08 6, 894.74 11,470.44 
Lincoln ................ 1, 009 740 1, 749 ............... 1, 632.14 .. ................. 
Mora ........ . ......... 1, 743 1, 555 3, 298 52 5 .......... .. ...... 
· · 4; 429~ so ·1 2, 948.14 ~~~ f~~~~: :: ::::::·::::I 2,114 1, 743 3, 857 39 4~ ...... .. ........... 7, 32:t. 72 348 426 774 20 3rr 500.46 1, 263.34 2, 082.57 
~an Miguel ...... . ..... 3, 964 3, 294 7, 258 106 3~ 15,747. 57 5, 971.25 14, 757. 17 
Santa lfe ............... 1, 658 1, 413 3,0711 29 4 6, 216.30 4, 802.29 10,726.79 Sierra .................. 540 491 I, 031 15 5! 2, 792.76 4, 482.03 4, 39;), 28 
~~~~l~-~-:::::::::::::::: I 1, 786 1, 428 3, 214 44 3~ 4, 7!>6. 47 4, 816.60 7, 62:1.32 1, 531 1, 365 2. 896 27 3t 2, 78-!. 50 3, 007.54 2, 29:1.40 
Valrncia ...•.......... . 1. 838 1, 256 3, 094 28 4~ 2, 828.01 ..................... 4, 705.55 
-------
1 43,999 I 'l'olal ............ 23, 708 20, 291 508 4~ 1 85, 1o6. 84 5.J., 2ao. o4 1o8, 322. o-t 
I : I I 
* Eduy County-No rc}JOrt. 
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I Receipts. Expenditures. 
Cu1~nty. 
I 
Total. Teachers' Rent, fuel, ho~~~~~~d On hand. 
wages. etc. grounds. 
Total. 
Bernalillo................... $50,816. 03 $23,757. 85 $14, 61!!. 24 $749. 00 $11, 689.94 $1>0: 816.03 
Chaves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 711. 20 · 2, 402. 00 1, 360. 50 2, 080. :12 8fi8. 38 6, 711. 20 
Colfax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... _____ . . ....... ___ . 
Dona Ana........... .. ..... 17,818.93 6, 569.33 976.65 5, 865.39 4, 407.56 17,818.93 
Grant....................... 49, 389. 26 18,872.00 1, 793. 86 14, 441. 38 14, 282.02 49, il89. 26 
Lincoln.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 632. 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 1, 632. 14 1, 632. 14 
Mora . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 948.14 1, 3J 6. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1, 632. 14 2, 948.14 
Rio Arriba............. . . . . . 11, 752. 02 5, 891. 54 3, 463. 14 3. 00 2, 394. 34 11, 752. 02 
San .Juan................... 3, 846.37 2, 320.54 150.56 355.04 1, 020.23 a, 846.37 
San Miguel............ . .... 36,475.99 17,476.57 5, 064.59 8, 380. !l5 5, 553.88 36,475. 9!l 
Santa ]'e.................... 21,775. 38 7, 003.20 4, 600.42 1, 525.861 7, 645. 90 21,775. 38 
Sierra.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 668. 07 5, 978. 00 1, 485. 05 1, 577. 49 2, 627. 53 11, 6oS. 07 
Socorro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17, 236. 39 8, 332. 45 2, 591. 22 972. 72 5, 340. 00 17, 236. 39 
Taos........................ 8, 083.44 3, 013.09 908.37 1, 010.00 3, 153.98 8, 085.44 
Valencia.................... 7. 533. 56 4, 462. 50 730. 55 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 340.51 7, 533. 56 
Total ................. 247,688.921o8,395.o7T37,7«.15 36.961.15j64;587.55 247,688.92 
---
PlUVATE SCHOOLS. 
The splendid progress and achievements of the public school system 
is ably supplemented by the efforts of private and religious institutions. 
'.rhe statistics of these schools are as follows : 
INSTITUTIONS UNDER THE SUPERVISION AND CONTROL OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH. 
Under Sisters of OharUy.-Albuquerque, in old town public school, 150 
pupils, in new town, St. Vincent's Academy, 120 girls; parochial school, 
150 pupils; San Miguel select school, 40 pupils; public school, 17 5 
pupils; Santa Fe Orphan Asylum, 62 patients. The Sisters of Uharity 
also conduct a sanitarium as well as a hospital at Santa Fe, the latter 
containing at the present time about 40 charity patients. There are 
about 40 ~isters of Charity teaching in the Territory. They came from 
Cincinnati to Santa Fe in 1866; to Albuquerque in 1880, and to San 
l\Iiguel in 1882. 
Under Sisters of lJfercy.-Mesilla; select and parochial schools for 
boys aud girls, under charge of seven sisters; no return made to me of 
the number of pupils attending their schools at that place. 
At Los Alamos, San Miguel County; parochial schoorwith 75 pupils 
and a public school of 50 pupils under the charge of 3 sisters. 
At Silver City, Grant County; an academy and parochial school for 
boys and girls under the charge of 6 sisters; no return has been made 
to me of the number of pupils attending their schools. These sisters 
also conduct a hospital at Silver City. 
At Santa Fe: Academy of Our Lady of Light, established January 
1, 1853; number of pupils enrolled in boarding and select day school 
during the session 1892-'93, 70; parochial school, free, 298. 
At Fernandez de Taos, Taos County: St. Joseph's Convent, e.,.;.ab-
lished in October, 18G3; the number of boarders and day scholars, 105. 
At Mora, Mora County: Annunciation Convent, established in 1864; 
the number of select day scholars, 50. • 
At Las Vegas. San Miguel County: .Acade1ny of the Immaculate 
Conception, established in 1869; the number of boarders and select day 
scholars, HO; number enrolled in parochial school, 100. 
At Las Cruces: Visitation Academy, established in 1869; the num-
ber of boarders and day scholars, 155. 
At Bernalillo, Bernalillo Uounty; Convent of Our Lady of the Sacred 
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Heart, establiRhed in 1875, an Indian boarding- school for girls; the 
number of Indian pupils, 70. 
At Socorro, Socorro County: Convent of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, 
established in 1875; the number of boarders and select day pupils, 
girls, 40; free school, girls and boys, 181. 
Under Christian Brothers.-TlJe Christian Brothers have conducte<l 
St. Michael's College at Santa Fe since 1859. The average yearly 
attendance has been 150 boys. Some of the pupils come from Colorado, 
Arizona, Texas, and Old Mexico, but the majority are from our own 
Territory. There are six departments in the college under the tutor-
ship of as many teachers. Besides these there are three specialists 
employed in giving lessons in extra branches, such as music, teleg-
raphy! ty11ewriting, stenography, etc. The president of the college is 
a member of the Territorial board of education. The college is empow-
ered to confer degrees, besides teachers' certificates to recipients of 
degrees. 
This institution is unendowed and does not receive any share of the 
public funds. It has a mineral cabinet containing many valuable spec-
imens of the minerals found in the Territory, a complete chemical 
laboratory and assay department, besides a museum containing rare 
relics of Indian and Mexican civilization and other valuable curiosities. 
The Cathedral parochial school is under the direction of St. Michael's 
College and has an attendance of 175 pupils, who are taught by two 
lay teachers. It is supported by the clergy with money collected from 
the parishioners. A smilar school exists in the parish of Guadalupe, 
in this city (Santa Fe), which has an average attendance of 60 pupils, 
boys and girls, and, like that of the Cathedral, has been supported by 
the contributions of the people. 
Besides these schools in Santa Fe, the Christian Brothers conduct a 
parochial school in Las Vegas, having an average attendance of 120 
boys, under the direction of two brothers; a county school in Berna-
lillo, with an attendance of 125 pupils and taught by two brothers. 
Catholic Indian schools.-Boarding school: St. Catherine's Indian 
school for boys, located at Santa N. Mex., established in 1886. The 
average attendance has been during the fiscal year 94 pupils. Day 
schools: Taos day school, located at Taos, N. Mex.; average attend-
ance, 30 pupils. San .Juan day school, locn.ted at San Juan, N. Mex.; 
average attendance, 32 pupils. Jemez day school, located Jemez, N. 
l\fex.; average attendance, 35 pupils. Acoma day school, located at 
Acoma, N. Mex.; average attendance, 25 pupils. Laguna day school, 
located at Laguna, N . .1\-Iex.; average attendauce, .28 pupils. 
l\IETllODIST l\IISSIO~ SCIIOOLS. 
Peralta, 36 pupils; Socorro, no return as to pupils; Tiptonville, 
school closed the past year; Wagon l\IOtind, school closed; Revisto El 
Ran chi to, 35 pupils; Martinez, 26 pup]s. 
Excellent public schools having been established at Tiptonville and 
Wagon Mound, the mission schools were not continued in those places . 
.._ "OR.:\IAL INSTITUTES. 
Supt. Amado Chaves is also to be congratulated for his successful 
etl:'orts in securing the passage by the last legislature of an act provid-
ing for the holdiug of five teachers' norma] inHtitutes iu vacation of 
each year. The leading objects of these institutes are to better educate 
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the teachers and those proposing to teach in the branches required to 
be taught in the common schools; to train them in the best and most 
approved methods of imparting instruction, and in managing and con-
ducting sclwols; to acquaint them with the laws of the territory per-
tainillg to education, and to stimulate professional enthusiasm. The 
length of time for which such institutes shall be held to be not. less than 
eight weeks, and tuition in them shall be free; and they shall be held 
at times most convenient. The success of these institutes during the 
past year justifies the amount appropriated for their maintenance. 
TERRITORIAL INSTITUTION. 
The four territorial institutions established by the legislature of 1889-
'90 have made rapid advancement during the past year. ·rhe agricul-
tural college is in a flourishing condition. The University at Albu-
querque continues its normal course. The building of the School of 
Mines has been completed and opened for its first ses::;ion upon the 5th 
of September, with a very excellent faculty and a fair class of scholars 
iu attendance. The Goss Military Institute, at Roswell, by act of the 
last legislature was made a territorial iustitnte, the name being changed 
to the "New Mexico Military Institute," and is now being conducted by 
Prof. J. E. Edgington, under the auspices of the Tenitory. Under 
act of Congress an army officer may be assigned as military instructor 
at this school, and it is earnestly desired that some competent officer 
may be detailed for this purpose, as it is intended to make this one of 
the most prominent educational institutes of the Territory, military 
instruction being an important feature thereof. Ample buildings have 
been provided for the present needs of the school, which last year ba(l 
a class of forty-seven students. 
During the year the deaf and dumb asylum at Santa Fe has been 
constructed with sufficient capacity for present wants, ample provision 
being made by the last legislature for its support. No material change 
has been made in the other Territorial institutions during the pa~t year. 
The penitentiary at Santa Fe is runuing satisfactorily nuder the man-
agement of Supt. E. H. Bergman, who makeR the following statistical 
report for the year ending June 30, 1893: 
Statistics 1·elatin!J to convicts confinecl in the Xew ]}frxico ]Jeniifnfiw·y dul'ing the yca1· eud-
in!J June 30, 1893. 
A.-'fERIUTORIAL PRISONERS. 
Inprison.July1, 1892-------------- 121 
Received from July 1, 1892, to June 
30, 1893 - -- - --- - ------ ---- ---- ---- 66 
Totalin prison dnringthe year_ 187 
Discharged tlnring the year __ . _____ . 57 
In prison on .July 1, 1893 .... -------- 130 
Discharged: 
By expiration of-sentence------ 51 Died ___ . ___________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2 
Pardoned __ . __ .. _. __ . ________ . _ 3 
Transferred to iHsanc nsylum. _ _ 1 
'l'otal _ ••• _ ••• __ - _ - __ - _- _- _- _ _ 57 
1 A.-TEHRITORIAL PmsoxERS.-Cont'd. 
Crimes or offences of those in confine-
ment: 
Mnrder ____ ---------------- ____ 49 
Burglary ____ . ____ .. __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 15 
Larceny __ . ________ .. ___ . _ _ _ _ _ _ 40 
Ra1)e ... - .... ----- .. -------- -------.. :3 
Assault _________ ___ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 15 
1.-by hem ______ . __ .. _ ... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 
Forgery ___ . ________________ .. _ _ 1 
Swinclling. _. _. _________ ___ . ___ . l 
Carrying arms_. __ . ___ . ______ . _ _ 1 
Discharging de:-u11y W<'flpon~ __ . 2 
Unhtwfully selli11g cattle. ____ .. 1 
Unlawfully l.lrantling cattle.____ 2 
'l'otal .••• _______ • _ • _ .. __ • __ •• _ 130 
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Statistics ?'elating to convicts confined in the New Mexico penitentiary, etc.-Continued. 
A.-TERlUTORIAL PRISONERS-Cont'd. 
Nativity: 
Born in United States.......... 94 
Foreign born: 
Sex: 
Mexico .... .. . .. . .. . . .. .••. 24 
Canada.................... 3 
Great Britain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Germany................... 1 
Italy....................... 1 
ChimL.... ... . .. . . ... . ... . .. 1 
Am;tria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Ireland . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 2 
Total ........ , •.... ~ ... . 130 
Males .......................... 130 
FemaleR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Habits of life: 
Claim to be temperate...... . . . . 125 
Admit to be intemperate . . . . . . . 5 
Total .................... 130 
Color: 




Total ...........••••..... 130 
A.-TERRITORIAL PRISONERS-Cont'd. 
Education: 
Read and write . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 97 
Read only... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Can not read or write . . . . . . . . . . 23 
Total ..••................ 130 
Social relations: 
Single .... .... ... ... .. .. . . . . ... 87 
Married........................ 43 
Total .................... 130 
Ages: 
Under 20 years................. 5 
Between 20 and 30 years. . . . . . . . 57 
Between 30 and 40 j·cars.... . . . . 46 
Between 40 and 50 years.... . . . . 11 
Over 50 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Total ...•.........•..•••. 130 
Previous imprisonment: 
In prison for the first time ... _ .. 122 
Having heretofore serve{l im-
prisonment.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Total .................... 130 




Cbavf's ................ :... .... .... 3 
Colfax............................. 6 
Dona Ana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Eddy.............................. 1 
Grant.............................. 37 
Lincoln . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Mora . ...... .. .... .... .... .... ..... 3 
Rio Arriba . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
San Miguel... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
San Juan ... . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Santa Fe........................... 3 
Sierra.............................. 6 
Socorro............................ 6 
Taos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Valencia........................... 4 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130 
B.:.....UNITED STATES PRISONERS. 
In prison July 1, 1892.............. 16 
Received from July 1, 1892, to June 
30, 1893 ... - ......... - ...•... -.. . . 31 
Total in prison dnringthe year. 47 
Discharged <lnrmg fiscal year...... . 31 
Remaining in prison June 30, 
18U3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 16 
INT 93-VOL III--25 
B.--UNITED STATES PRISONERS-Cont'd. 
Discharged: 
By expiration of sentence . . . . . . 20 
Pardoned . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
31 
Crimes or offenses: 
Counterfeiting........... . . . . . . 1 
Perjury........................ 1 
Adultery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 
31 
Nativity: 
Born in the United States . . . . . . 23 
Foreign born. . • . . • . • • . • . . . . . . . . 8 
31 
Sex: 
Males . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
Females........................ 6 
31 
Habits of life: 
Claim to be temperate.......... 28 
Admit intemperance. . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
31 
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Counties j1·01n which Tc1-ritorial prisoners have been 1·eceived, etc.-Continued. 
H.-UNITED STATES PRISONERS-Cont'd. 
Color: 
White .......................... 29 
Black . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
31 
Education: 
Read and write ................. 21 
Read only...................... 5 
Can not read or write------.... 5 
31 
Social relations: 
Married ...•.................... 29 
Single ..•••................. :. . . 2 
31 
Previous imprisonment: 
In }Hi son for the first time . . . . . 29 
Having heretofore served impris-
onment....................... 2 
31 
B.-UNITED STATES PRISONERS-Cont'd. 
Ages when admitted: 
Under 20 years of age . . . . . . . • . . 3 
Between 20 and 30 years of age . 15 
Between 30 and 40 years of age . 8 
Between 40 and 50 years of age . 3 
Over 50 years of age............ 2 
Districts of UniteO- States from wbich 
prisoners have been received dur-
ing th~ .year ending J nne 30, 
1893: 
Santa l<'e ...................... . 
Bernalillo ..................... . 
La Y egas ..................... . 
Las Cruces .................... . 








The average cost of feeding both United States and Territorial pris-
oners at this penitentiary during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, 
is 11! cents per day per man, aud the average cost of clothing is 2~ 
cents per man per day, and the avera:ge cost per day for salaries, offi-
cers and employes, etc., is 28~ cents per n:ian, ma]ring a total of 42f 
cents per day per man. 
LEGISLATION. 
The last legislature passed a very important law for the well-being of 
New :Mexico. It provides for a county court in every county where the 
county seat has a population of 2,000 or more persons, and that said 
court shall have a seal and be a court of record; said court to have 
exclusive jurisdiction in all civil causes 9Jrising in the county, except 
cases arising in chancery, where the sum involved does not exceed $300, 
and to have concurrent jurisdiction with all justices of the peace in civil 
and criminal cases, and that cases now on the docket of the district 
courts may, upon request of either of the parties, be transferred to the 
proper county court. Provision is made for jury trials and the preser-
vation of testimony, and that the records and dockets of such courts be 
kept in the same manner as provided for district courts. 
The organic act creating the territory of New Mexico provides for a 
supreme court, district courts, probate courts, and justices courts. 
These are the only legal tribunals. The dockets of the district courts 
have become so crowded that cases seven years old are pending therein. 
However industrious these courts may be it would be impossible for 
them to reach current business in less than two years. The approval 
of this act of the legislature by Congress will greatly relieve these 
courts of congested business and permit them to devote attention to the 
more important litigation. I therefore earnestly request, on behalf of 
the people of the Territory, that you will urge upon Uongress the ap-
proval of this act., except as hereinafter mentioned. It is necessary for 
our welfare and important to the public interests. Oases of vast 
importance, involving large financial interests, are delayed for years, 
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because petty suits or trials of unimportant misdemeanors crowd the 
dockets. The saving to the Territory, not only in the quick transaction 
of business, but in expense, would greatly relieve our over-taxed court 
funds. This matter is of special importance and I earnestly urge its 
prompt consideration, not only on the Departments but on Congress. 
There is, however, one provision of this act that, in my opinion, is 
unwise. The act provides that in the first instance the judges should 
be appointed by the county commissioners, and after that elected. I 
bel1eve that in the present condition of society in this Territory better 
and mor-e competent judges could be obtained if they were appointed 
by the governor, and I therefore advise that the act of confirmation be 
changed in this respect. 
UNION COUNTY. 
There is only one other a~t of the last legislature that requires no-
tice, and that is the one creating Union County out of parts of Colfax, 
}fora, and San Miguel counties. The act does not go into effect until 
January 1, 1894. It takes eighty-one townships off·theeastern part of 
Colfax County; forty-five from eastern Mora County, and about forty 
townships from the northeast corner of San Miguel County. It will 
occupy the extreme northeastern portion of New Mexico. 
SANTA FE, N. MEx., 
September 21, 1893. 
W. L. THORNTON, 
G ovcrnor of New Mexico. 
